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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this chapter the Event Mapping technique, which is closely related to a Phase Plane Analysis, will be 
discussed. For a special class of nonlinear autonomous systems it is possible to describe the system in 
a one dimensional iterated mapping. As shown by [2] for a two degree-of-freedom mechanical system 
subjected to friction it is possible to reduce the fourth order nonlinear dynamics of the system in a one 
dimensional map, the so-called event map. To construct such a reduction of dimension sufficiently 
strong dissipation in the phase space must take place. For a PID-controlled simple mass system with 
friction, it is shown by [3] that for this system friction induced limit cycling can exist, which is also 
called hunting [I]. As for the system described in [2], this third order nonlinear autonomous closed- 
loop system can be represented with a one dimensional event map. 

The latter will be used as an example to illustrate the working and use of the presented toolbox. This 
problem, consisting of a motor driven mass subjected to friction, controlled by a PID-controller, is 
depicted in Figure 1.1. 

I , Friction Force F(t) 

Figure 1.1 : Simple mass system subjected to friction 

The closed-loop system has three different phases, namely: (i) the stick phase, (ii) the slip phase, and 
(iii) the transition phase. For this system a infinite dissipation happens when the closed-loop system 
enters the stick phase, i.e., a finite volume of phase space is reduced to zero volume in finite time in 
the stick phase. 

The closed-loop system, as described in Chapter 3 of this manual in Eq. 3.3, and the corresponding 
closed-loop parameters, as given in Table 3.1, will be used to illustrate the idea of constructing a one 



dimensional event map. To this end the system is initialized with ~ ( 0 )  = [0.1 0 0IT. In Figure 
1.2(a) the time response of the system is given whereas in Figure 1.2(b) is the State Space response 
given. 

The stick plane defines the phase where (i) the mass has zero velocity and (ii) the control effort u is 
smaller or equal to the maximum static friction level F,. Depending on the actual state xl  the integral 
term x3 = J; x1d7 will increase or decrease in the stick plane. The integral term builds up and 
eventually the control effort will overcome the maximum static friction level. Hence, the system enters 
the slip A phase A and this transition is defined as the beginning of an event and depicted with a circle in 
Figure 1.2(a). The return transition into the stick phase, depicted with a square, defines the end of an 
event. Two successive events are separated by one stick phase that can be characterized by the state 
x1 = d which is constant during the stick phase. The same response can be represented by the one- 
dimensional map in the plane (dn, dn+l) of the consecutive values of the state xl in stick phase. The 
obtained map is the so-called event map and its graphical interpretation is in general much simpler than 
that of the global motion and moreover the map is a single valued function. For the motion presented 
in Figure 1.2(a), (b) the equivalent one-dimensional map is given in Figure 1.3 (a). The three points in 
the event map describe only a very small part of the global dynamics of the system. To get a complete 
map this has to be done for a lot of initial positions xl = dl, see Figure 1.3 (b). This is called the first 
iterated map, the second iterated map is defined (dn, dnt2) and describes when the system enters the 
stick-phase for the second time. The second iterated map is useful to determine the limit cycles of the 
system. By loolung at the so-called Fixed Points or equilibrium points of this second iterated map, as 
depicted in Figure 1.4, it is possible to find the stable as well as unstable limit cycles of the closed-loop 
nonlinear system. 

(a) Time responses of the states (b) Response in state space 

Figure 1.2: Closed-loop state responses 



(a) Event map corresponding to the time response. (b) Numerically constructed global event map 

Figure 1.3: Event maps of closed-loop system 

d" 

Figure 1.4: Second iterated event map 

The outline of the manual is as follows. In Chapter 2 the installation of the tool and the different 
commands corresponding to this tool will be discussed. In Chapter 3 the example as described in this 
introduction chapter is used to illustrate the possibilities of the tool. 



Chapter 2 

Installation of the toolbox 

In this chapter the installation and use of the toolbox will be discussed. This version 1.1 is written 
for MATLAB 5.3 and has been tested under MATLAB 5.3 for WINDOWS' 98 on an IBM compatible 
PENTIUM. 

2.1 Installing the toolbox 

The toolbox consists of this manual and two zip-files, i.e., 

0 eventmanual.pdf which is this manual in pdf-format. 

0 map-event.zip which is actually the toolbox itself. This file should be copied and unzipped to 
one directory. Additionally, it is necessary that this directory is added to the matlabpath. 

0 example.zip contains one example which is explained in chapter 3. For the example, the model 
and ode definition files are given together with the numerical results. This file can be unzipped 
either in the toolbox-directory or in another matlabpath-directory. It's recommended that the 
example files are placed in a separate directory, which is set as the current directory. 

All files, compressed in the zip-files, are compatible for use with the WINDOWS version of MATLAB 
5.3 or higher. 

2.2 Using the toolbox 

The toolbox is built around two MATLAB functions map-event and time-response. The first one is the 
actual Event Mapping algorithm and the second is the Time Response algorithm, which is included to 

l M S - W i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  is a trademark of MICROSOFT CORPORATION 
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simulate the system in time-domain. A Graphical User Interface, started with the command event-gui, 
enables the user to specify all the settings graphically. The calculation of an event map or time response 
of a system can be started from this interface. The model functions are defined in two or more M- 
files, one contains the definition of the systems behavior and one o r  more describe the set of the 
ordinary differential equations belonging to the system. A template M-file is for both types available, 
i.e. event-ternplatem for the model file and event-odefile-temp1ate.m for the differential equations. 
On the following pages the different MATLAB function and M-files will be described as in the MATLAB 
manuals. 



event -gui 

Purpose: Graphical User Interface of map-event algorithm 

Syntax: event-gui 

Description: This Graphical User Interface enables the user to specify all the inputs of 
the function map-event and add some extra features. The GUI has five menu 
items with different subfunctions. The different menu items will be dis- 
cussed below: 

New 

- Clear all 

e Load 

- Model 
- Event Map 
- Time Response 
- Import Event Map 
- Parameter Values 
- Simulation Values 

Save 

- Event Map 
- Time Response 
- Parameter Values 
- Simulation Values 

e Results 

- Show Results 
- Show Time Response 
- Remove Points 

- Calculate Time Response 

Find 

- Fixed Points 

Most of these menu-functions are trivial. The model, which is loaded, is 
represented in the GUI on the right-hand side (Figure 2.1). With the button 
Change Parameters is it possible to change the model parameters graphi- 
cally. The solver settings are represented in the GUI on the left-hand side. 
The meaning of the vxious variables are described ir, the fimctim mapevent. 



The parameter and solver values can be saved and loaded with the commands 
in the menu. 

The message box on the bottom give information when incorrect actions are 
performed or other improper definition are detected. This box also gives 
information when tasks are completed successfully. 

Here follows a short description of all the menu items. 

e New 

- Clear ail 
Clear complete workspace, model-name and all the entries of the 
toolbox window. User declared variables in the MATLAB workspace 
are also removed. 

Load 

- Model 
Loads a model together with its default values. 

- Event Map 
Loads a saved event map, its parameters and simulation values. 

- Time Response 
Load a saved time response, its parameters and simulation values. 

- Import Event Map 
Combines a previously saved event map with the currently loaded 
one. 

- Parameter Values 
Loads a saved set of parameters for the model. 

- Simulation Values 
Loads a saved set of parameters for the solver: 

Save 

- Eventmap 
Saves an event map, its parameter values and simulation values. 

- Time Response 
Saves a time respmse, its pamxeter valttes rcnd si.nulation values. 

- Parameter Values 
Saves a set of parameters. 

- Simulation Values 
Saves a set parameters for the solver: 

Results 

- Show Results 
Gives a plot of the currently loaded event map. 

- Show Time Response 
Gives a plot of the currently loaded time response. The GUI will 
a s k f ~ r  the states that must be plotted 



- Remove Points 
Gives the opportunity to remove wrong point in an event map. It is 
always possible, due to numerical errors, that MATLAB computes 
an incorrect point. 

- Calculate Time Response 
Calculate a time response of the loaded model. The GUI will ask 
for the initial condition and the end time. 

Find 

- Fixed Points 
Give a plot of the currently loaded event map, at which the Jixed 
points are shown. In the MATLAB Command Windows there will 
be a table with the values and there stability. 

The following extensions are used for the saved files: 
lies.mat Result file 

Modelnamelies 
ModelpathXes 
Xmaplies 
p 1 Xes  
I Xes 

-Tim.mat Time Respons file 
Modelname-Tim 
Modelpath-Tim 
t-Tim 
x-Tim 
p 1 -Tim 
I-Tim 

-par.mat Model Parameter file 
ModelnameSim 
ModelpathSim 
LSim 

-sim.mat Simulation file (values used by solver) 
ModelnameTar 
ModelpathTar 
p 1 -Sim 

After a calculation the results are automatically saved under the name 
autosaveXes.mat. 



Figure 2.1 : Layout of Graphical User Interface 



map-event 

Purpose: Calculating an event map 

Syntax: [Xrnap] = map-event(Modelname, Parameters, Sit-event, Initial) 

Arguments: I D ~ ~ S :  
Modelname Name of the input model 
Parameters Column of parameters 
Sit-event is a cell array {4,1), which contains strings with the 

names of the OdeFile which start or stops an event. 
This has the following structure: 

Sit-event = {'event start + phase begin'; 
'event start + phase exit'; 
'event end + phase begin'; 
'event end + phase exit') 

Where between ' ' the name of the corresponding 
OdeFile stands. Only two elements can contain a 
name, the other two needs to be empty strings ' ' . 
This must be one for event start and one for event 
end. 

Initial A structure with initial conditions 

This structure has the following layout: 

Initial 7 Tend 
I 
L - b d  r n i n  
I I max 
I i-- steps 
I 
ITO~ R e 1  
I Abs 
I 

Ode 
I 
I 
I - Event-grade 

End time for simulation 

Minimal Boundary 
Maximal Boundary 
Number of points on grid 

Relative tolerance 
Absolute tolerance (See help 
odeset for description) 
String corresponding to 
the integration-scheme used. 
Example: .Ode='ode45'. See 
help ode45 and others 
Number of iterated event map 



Outputs: 
Xmap Result Matrix with column 1 dn 

column 2 d("+g) 

Description: [Xmap] = map-event (Modelname) returns the event map Xmap of the given 
model. Settings needed by the solver, will be obtained from the modelfile. 

[Xmap] = map-event (Modelname, Parameters, Sit-event, Initial) returns the 
event map Xmap of the given model with the specified settifigs. 



event-template 

Purpose: Define input file for Mapzvent algorithm 

Description: event-template is the body of a function. It contains the input for the map-event 
algorithm 

Therefore it is split into 5 sections: 

1. Parameter declaration 

2. Initial Conditions for the problem to be solved 

3. Determine in which phase the system is 

4. Initial conditions for the solver 

5. Definition of the event value 

Here follows a brief description of the different sections: 

1.  Parameter declaration. 
P 1 is a row with the numerical values of each 

model-variable (these variables can be change 
within GUI) 

Paranames is a column with the model-variable names. 
Sit-event is a cell array {4,1), which contains strings with 

the names of the OdeFile which start or stops an 
event. This has the following structure: 

Sit-event = {'event start + phase begin'; 
'event start + phase exit'; 
'event end + phase begin'; 
'event end + phase exit') 

Where between ' ' the name of the corre- 
sponding OdeFile stands. Only two elements 
can contain a name, the other two needs to be 
empty strings ' ' . This must be one for event 
start and one for event end 

Num-States is a string containing the number of states the 
system has. 

equilibria is a column of constant values; it represents the 
user defined fixed points of an event map 

2. Initial Condition for the problem to be solved. 

Where xgTid is the current point of the even: maps grid. 



3 .  Determine in which phase the model is 
In this section the solver determines, which set of differential equations 
it stands in 

4. Initial condition for the solver. 
I is a structure, it contains initial values for the solver (the values can 
be changed graphical with the GUI). 

I.Tend End Time for the Integration algorithm 
I.bd.miii Minimum value of grid 
1.bd.max Maximum value of grid 
1.bd.steps Number of point on the grid 
1.Event-grade Number of iterated Map 
I.Ode a string with the name of the Odesolver to 

use (see help ode45 for more information) 
1.Tol.Rel Relative tolerance of Integration scheme 
1.Tol.Abs Absolute tolerance of Integration scheme 

(see help odeset for more information) 

5. Definition of the event value 
In this last section a definition for a event value can be given, this value 
will be used to make the event map. 

This function has also a number of flags that can be used for own applica- 
tions: 

Parameter 
[pl ,Sit-event,ParaNames,NumStates,Fixed_Point] = 
event-template('ParameterY) returns those values which are model depen- 
dent, namely: 
PI Column with parameter values 
Sit-event Name of phase to be counted as an event. 
Paranames Column of strings containing the names of the param- 

eters. 
Num-States A string with the number of different states 
l7,...:l:LAm ~ y u l u u r l a  Co!u=~ containing the user defined fixed pints.  

Begin 
xi = event-template ('Begin',xgrid,pl) returns a column xi representing the 
initial conditions for a point on the grid xgrid and parameter set p l .  

Phase 
Sit = event-template ('Begin',x,pl) return a string Sit with the name of the 
phase that is active, when state x and parameter set p l  is used. 

Init 
Initial = event-tempkite ('Init') returns a strxture initial with the initial val- 



ues for the solver. For the construction of this structure see the previous 

page. 

Event 
Event-value = event-template ('Event',x,pl) returns a scalar Event-value 
representing a point on the event map. 



event-odefile-template 

Purpose: Define a set of differential equations for the model. 

Description: event-odefile-template is the body of a function, containing one set of ordi- 
nary differential equations. If a problem needs more than one set, than each 
set needs its own file. 

You can use the template M-file to define model equations of the following 
form: 

= f (x, t ,  ~ l )  

where: 
t is a scalar independent variable, it represents time 
x is a vector of dependent variables, it represents model state 

X 

P 1 is a vector of independent variables, it represents the con- 
stant model parameters 

f is a function of t, x and p l  returning a column vector the 
same length as x. 

You can use the template M-file to define events of following form: 

value = [condition 1; condition 21 
isterminal = [I; 11 a 1 for each condition 
direction = [I ; 11; give direction when to react on each condition 

value is a column vector, which contain a condition on each ele- 
ment. 

isterminal is a column vector with always 1 and has the same length as 
value. 

Direction is a column vector with -1,O or 1 and has the same length as 
value. 

1 = crossing from below (negative ->positive) 
-1 = crossing from above (positive ->negative) 
0 = either 

The solver is looking when one of the conditions passes the value 0, if this 
has happening in the direction described in vector 'direction' it halts the 
integration and continues checking what to do next. 



Example: If you want to quit the current phase when x passes 5 with a posi- 
tive speed, than: value = x(1) - 5 and direction becomes 1. 

When: x(1) = 4 value = -1 
x(1) = 5 value = 0 
x(1) = 6 value = 1 



remove 

Purpose: Remove point from event map 

syntax: [Xn, Yn] = remove (X, Y) 

Arguments: Inputs: 
X, Y Original columns with points. 

Outputs: 
Xn, Yn New column with point. 

Description: [Xn, Yn] = remove (X,Y) plots points defined in X versus Y. With the mouse 
a wrong point can be selected by clicking on it. This point will then be 
removed. When finished, the spacebar must be pressed and the new columns 
X n  and Yn will be returned. 



find- 

firpose: Finding Fixed points in an event map 

Syntax: [Point, Xmap2]= findfixed-points (Xmap, Equilibria, flag, message) 

rguments: Inputs: 
Xmap Matrix. [# of elements,2] containing the event map 
Equilibria Column with user defined fixed points. 
Flag a string 'GUI' -> output to GUI 

'com' -> output to command window 
message handle for message box in GUI 

Outputs: 
Point a matrix [2,# of points] in the first column are the founded points 

and the second column represent the slope. 
Xmap2 is Xmap with the user defined fixed points added 

Description: [Point]=find-fixed-points (Xmap,Equilibria) returned a matrix Point with in 
its first column the fixed points and in the second the slope corresponding to 
each fixed point. In the MATLAB COMMAND WINDOW a table will appear 
with in the first column the fixed points and in the second the stability. 

[Point, Xmap21 = find-fixed-points(Xmap, FixedToint) returned a matrix 
Point and also a extended Xmap2 which is Xmap and Equilibria combined. 



remove-double 

Purpose: To remove those rows of a matrix, from which the value in the first column 
exist more than once in this first column. 

Syntax: [Xmap-new] = remove-double(Xmap) 

Arguments: Inputs: 
Xmap Matrix. [# of elements,2] containing the old event map 

Outputs: 
Xmapaew Matrix. [# of elements,2] containing the new event map 

Description: [Xmapaew] = remove-double(Xrnap) returns a matrix Xmapnew from which 
those values are remove that Xmap contains more than once. It only search 
in the first column for double values. 



time-response 

Purpose: Calculating a time response 

Syntax: [t,x] = timesesponse (model, xO, Initial) 

Arguments: Inputs: 
model a string with the name of the model 
x0 a scalar representing the first element of the initial state 
parameters column of parameters 
Initial a structure with initial conditions 

Initial --- Tend End time for simulation 
I 

To1 Re1 Relative tolerance 
1 - Abs Absolute tolerance (See help 
I odeset for description) 

Ode String corresponding to the integration 
scheme used. Example: .Ode='Ode45'. 
(See help ode45 and others) 

It's also possible to use the initial value structure given by event_template('Znit ') 
(see data-sheet eventdemplate for more information of this structure). 

Outputs: 
t a column containing the time axis 
x a matrix [# of time steps, # of states] 

Description: [t,x] = timesesponse (model, xO) returns the time response of the given 
m~de! f a -  initz! p i n t  xC). Settings needed by the solver, wi!! be ebtained 
from the modelfile. 

[t,x] = timesesponse (model, xO, Initial) returns the time response of the 
given model with the specified settings. 



Chapter 3 

Example 

PID controlled servo system 

To illustrate the use of the event-mapping algorithm, a simulation study is performed on a motor- 
driven mass system subjected to friction, controlled by a PID controller. The simplest model of the 
closed-loop system reads as follows 

I Friction Force F(t) 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

(a) simple mass system subjected to friction (b) Block diagram of the closed-loop system. 

Figure 3.1 : Graphical representation of the system under consideration 

Due to the combination of a larger static friction level, F,, than the Coulomb friction level, F,, and a 
I-action of the controller there might exist a limit cycle around x(t)=O. 

The Switch friction model, which is a static friction model, is chosen in this numerical study and 
distinguishes three phases, i.e., (i) the slip phase, (ii) the transition phase and (iii) the stick phase. For 
these different phases the following equations for the friction are used: 

g(x)sgn(x) + bx, '~'1x1 > q 
VIxI 5 q and lul > F, (3 .2) 
'~'1x1 5 q and I u I  5 F, 



where u = -P[x(t) + Dx(t) + I x ( ~ ) d ~ ]  is the applied control effort. F, is the static friction, v 
represents a narrow stick band around x = 0 with q << 1, b the viscous friction coefficient and g(x) 
is the damping characteristic. The closed-loop state equation for the system in combination with the 
Switch friction model read 

V/x/ < 7 and ju/ > r', (3.3) 

where x1 = x(t), x2 = ~ ( t ) ,  x3 = J,, x(r)dr,  the applied control effort u = - P[xl + Dx2 + Is3] and 
the acceleration term --ax2 in the stick phase forces the velocity x2 to zero for a > 0. The frictional 
damping function used in this example is described as follow: 

where F, is the static friction level, Fc the Coulomb friction level, us is the so-called Stribeck velocity 
and ,8 (as v,) determines the shape of the friction curve for non-zero velocity. An example of this 
friction model is given in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2: Example of a friction model. 



The simulation study will be performed with the following closed-loop parameters, as given in Table 
3.1: 

Mass m = 1  [kg] Controller gain P =  10 [N/ml 
Static friction level F s = 4  [N] Derivative action D = 1  [sl 
Coulomb friction level Fc = 2 [ N ]  Integral action I = 10 [l/sl 
Stribeck velocity us = 0.1 [ d s ]  Narrow stick width q = l e - 8  [ d s ]  
Shape parameter 0 = 2 [-I Acceleration coefficient a = 10 [-I 
Viscous dmping b = l [N.s/m] 

Table 3.1 : Closed-loop system parameters. 

To define this system in the right syntax for the event mapping tool (Chapter 2), the problem will be 
split into 4 files namely: one model-file, which contains the information used by the solver such as 
parameter values, initial conditions, and three odefiles, which contain each one of the three sets of 
differential equations belonging to the appropriate phase. 

The first modelfile to be discussed is the model-file named position contro1.m. In the parameter 
section, pl(1) will become the value of the mass and the last p l ( l l )  will represent a. ParaNames will 
get the same sequence as p l ,  with mass on the first row and alpha on the last. Because the longest 
string 'alpha [-I' contains 9 characters every other string must be of the same length. After ending the 
stick-phase, the event starts and stops when entering the stick phase. So Sit-event becomes: 

{ " ;  
'stick'; 
'stick'; 

" 1  

NumStates will become the string '3', because there are three states: 

The next section that needs to fill in is the initial state definition. For this problem it is handy to start 
in the stick-phase, because then you already get the first point of the map. Therefore, the inequality 

I u I  < Fs should hold. Hence, this gives: IP(xl + Dx2 + Ix3)  1 < F, in the stick-phase 2 2  = x = 0. 
Substituting this gives for 2 3 :  

F, - P x ~  
x3< D T  , 

1 1  

since x3 must be smaller than the other term let's say Fs = 0  and this gives x3 = F, which will be 
used as initial value for the third term. The initial state, together with the next point of the grid x,,~,-J 



this becomes: 

The third section contains the determination of the phase to be used. To this end, the MATLAB state- 
ments if and elseif are used after each statement. The condition Sit='stick' is set when stick must be 
active. With the conditions described in Eq. 3.3 this gives the following MATLAB algorithm 

if abs(x(2)) > eta 
Sit = 'slip'; 

elseif (abs (x(2) ) <= eta) & (abs (u) >= Fs) 
Sit = 'transition'; 

elseif (abs(x(2)) <= eta) & (abs(u) < Fs) 
Sit = 'stick'; 

else 
error('Unknown state Situation ' ) ;  

end 

The next section describes the initial values of the solver: 

I. Tend = 150 
I. bd . min = 0 
I. bd . max = . 3  
1.bd.steps = 100 
1-Event-graad = 2 
I. Ode = 'ode45' 
1.Tol.Rel = le-12 
I. To1 . Abs = le-12 

The last section described a equation for value that is used for making an event map. In this example 
we will use the position x(1) as value, so Event-value will become: 
Event-value = x(1) 

The only thing that is left, before we could start simulation is the definition of the different OdeFiles. 
The ode-file belonging to the transition phase will be used for example. The first part contains the 
description of the differential equations: 

u=-P* (x(l)+D*x(2)+I*x(3)) ; 
g=Fs*sign (u) /m; 



dxdt (1,l) =x(2) ; 
dxdt (2,l) =xp-g; 
dxdt (3,1)=x(l) ; 

More difficult is the second part, where the events will be defined and detected. The transition phase 
has two moments when to exit, namely: 

When the speed x becomes bigger than q. 

When the controller effort u becomes smaller the F,. 

The used MATLAB routine is looking when the given equations expressed in the value-statement pass 
the value 0. For the equations for value will now be chosen lul - F, and 1x1 - 7. The last thing that need 
to be done is to determine the direction vector direction. We need to determine whether the chosen 
equations for the value statement needs to become negative (-1) or positive (1) defining an event. For 
I u I  - F, this will be negative and 1x1 - 7 will be positive. Combining this all together, the following 
MATLAB routine is obtained: 

value = Cabs (u) -Fs; abs ( x ( 2 )  ) -eta 1 ; 
isterminal = [I; 11 ; 
direction = [-1;1] ; 

Finally, isterminal needs to contain a vector with a 1, for each condition. The same has to be done for 
the other two phases stick and sliding. 

In the example directory, the following necessary files exist, i.e., position contro1.m and slip.m, transi- 
ti0n.m and stick.m. 

After start event-gui de model-file position contro1.m can be loaded. In the right frame information of 
the model appears and on the left side the settings for the solver. The values can be changed, when 
satisfied with the setting the Start Caicuiation button can be pushed. A bar give the course of the 
calculation. After the calculation is finished, it's possible to view the results with Show Results from 
the menu Results. This result is shown in Figure 3.3 and it is saved with the name pos-con-05_Res.mat, 
only the first part pos-con-05 has to be given as name, the rest will automatically be placed behind the 
name. 
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Figure 3.3: Event Map for -0.5 to 0.5 Figure 3.4: Event Map for -0.02 to 0.02 

This result let us show that it's necessary that we need more points around 0, therefore we changed the 
minimum and maximum value to -0.02 and 0.02, the number of points will be kept on 100. With these 
changes the calculation can be started again. This result is saved under the namepos-con-OO2Res.mat 
(Figure 3.4). The two results can now combined together. Here for it's needed that one of the two 
results is loaded in the memory of the solver, when choosing Import Event Map from the Load menu 
the second file can be selected to import and the result can be saved as pos~con~05~combineRes.mat, 
and the results are shown in Figure 3.5. 

Event Map for position control 

With the option Find Fixed Points located in Menu Results, the fixed points of this map can be found 
as represented in Table 3.2. 



I Fixed Point I Local stability I 

Table 3.2: Fixed Points of position control 

-0.2523 
-0.0034 
+0.0034 
+0.2523 
+O.OOOO 

The last option of the GUI to be discussed, is the possibility to plot a time respons of the model. 
Therefore the option Calculate Time Response can be chosen from the menu Result. As an initial 
condition we choose xo = 0.1 and Tend = 10, as depicted in Figure 3.6. 

Stable 
Unstable 
Unstable 

Stable 
Stable 

Figure 3.6: Input Dialog for Calculation a Figure 3.7: Input Dialog for plotting a 
Time Response Time Response 

The result is saved under the name pos-con-01-Tim.Mat. With Show Time Respons from the menu 
Result it's possible to plot one or more of the states. We choose to plot all three of them and therefore 
give 1 2 3 in the window prompt, as shown in Figure 3.7, after pressing OK the Time response will be 
shown on the screen, as plotted in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Time Respons for x1 (0) = 0.1. 
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